A characterisation of a smoothing spline is sought in a convex closed set C of Hilbert space: min{a||Tz||y + ||.Aa; -z|||,z e C}, T and A are linear operators. A representation of the solution is obtained in the terms of the kernels of the above operators, of the dual operators T*, A* and of the dual cone C°. A particular case is considered when T is the differential operator and A is the operator-trace of a function.
If A~1(ZQ)
We say that a, € X is a smoothing spline, if (3) <f> a (a,)=mm<f> a (x) . xex Characterisations of the solutions of problems (1) and (3) are given in [5] .
A certain shape of the interpolating or smoothing spline is required in many applied problems. The characterisation of such conditions can be often described by a set C C X, which is convex and closed. 360 N. Dicheva [2] Chui, Deutsch and Ward give a characterisation of the solution of the problem for an interpolating spline in a convex set of Hilbert space ( [3, 4] ) (4) min \\x v ' Ax=z 0 , x<EC
|2
In [2] a particular case of monotonicity is considered for both interpolating and smoothing splines. The characterisation is done from the point of view of a general optimisation problem in the terms of the Frechet-derivative and the polar cone.
We shall consider here the problem of finding a smoothing spline in a convex closed set of Hilbert space. That is, <r, is sought so that
where 4> a {x) is the functional in (2). This problem arises for example, if the data are corrupted by noise and one does not require exact interpolation, but a special form of spline is required.
A new linear operator L can be defined ( [5] ), which is acting on We shall find conditions for closeness of L(X) to be closed.
LEMMA 4 . L(X) is closed if and only if ker T + ker A is closed.

PROOF: L(X) is closed if and only if L*{F) = T*{Y) + A*{Z) is closed in X, if and only if ker T x + ker A L is closed if and only if ker T + ker A is closed. D LEMMA 5 . If C is a closed convex subset of X, kerT (~l ker A = {Ox}, and keiT + ker A is closed, then K = L(C) is a closed and convex subset of F.
We shall show that Ai/i + A2/2 € L(C),too. There exists unique x\ € C : f\ -Lxi, and x 2 € C :
There exists unique x n S C : /" = Lx n , Lx n -> f. Applying the inverse continuous The following equations can be proved easily. 
(4) ( T -^X * ) = (h(x),G+(x -t))
x , where h 6 (kerT)- 1 .
Here G+(x-t) is the Green's function with TG + (x -t) -S t , and 6 t (v) = v(t), v S X.
An algorithm for finding a basis in (Tker A) L follows if we use Lemma 6. a t ) ,..., (k N , o,) ). There exists a relation between A and v. [7]
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Comparing the right sides of (17) = {kj,e k ). then rB = 0.
From (2) and (1) The conditions (9) and (10) take the form
Let us remark
The following theorem is a consequence of Lemmas 7, 8 and 9. (1) A and T are linear bounded operators.
(2) C is a closed convex subset of X. 
